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Structure and dynamics of a monolayer KCN film grown onto a KBr„001… substrate
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Helium atom scattering was used to investigate the surface structure and dynamics of a monolayer film of
KCN grown onto the nearly lattice-matched KBr~001! substrate. Although previous studies had shown that the
cleaved~001! surface of KCN is disordered, the film appeared stabilized on this substrate with an ordered~001!
surface. At aboutTc'97 K, the film appears to undergo a second-order phase transition from a high-
temperature (131) phase to a low-temperature (132)/(231) phase with an antiferroelectric alignment of the
CN2 ions. For a monolayer of mixed KBr0.17(CN)0.83, this transition temperature is reduced to 78 K. In
addition, for the pure KCN films, diffraction features appear for the low-temperature phase, which corresponds
to a 2A236A2R45° superstructure. Finally, measurements of the surface dispersion curves in the@100# and
@110# directions provide evidence for a Rayleigh mode and a dispersionless mode at 11.5 meV, which are
essentially identical above and belowTc . @S0163-1829~99!13427-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The surface structure and phonons of the alkali hali
have been studied extensively by helium atom scatte
~HAS! experiments. Because one can easily prepare st
surfaces of these materials that yield superb scattering
nals and because they provide suitable substrates for a
range of materials in epitaxial growth studies, they have
come model systems for helium scattering measurements
benchmark surfaces for theoretical comparisons.1

The KCN crystal closely resembles the alkali halide K
~Ref. 2! in several ways, but its behavior is considerab
more complex due to the vibrational~and rotational! degrees
of freedom and the dipolar~and quadrupolar! interactions,
which the CN2 ions add to the dynamics.3–15 Because of
this, one expects the KCN surface to exhibit a correspo
ingly richer behavior than that of KBr. Moreover, since KC
is miscible in KBr at all concentrations, investigations of t
surfaces of the mixed crystals, KBrx(CN)12x , should be as
interesting and fruitful as have been those of the bulk mix
crystals.16–23

From its melting point at 908 K down to 168 K, bul
KCN has a face-centered-cubic lattice with the rocks
structure,11,22 with the CN2 confined within an octahedra
cage of K1 ions.12 A first-order structural phase transitio
occurs at 168 K, taking KCN from cubic to orthorhombi
with shearing by 10.5° and contraction by about 6% of
unit cell.10,11,22This ferroelastic transition is accompanied
the formation of domains, which causes the crystal to cha
from transparent to milky white.5 In this phase, the CN2 ions
become ordered parallel to each other but retain head-to
disorder with respect to the CN2 electric dipoles.10 This dis-
order is removed in the alternating head-to-tail antiferroel
tric structure that forms at 83 K in a second-order ph
transition.6,11,22

The cleaved~001! surface of single-crystal KCN has bee
investigated by this group in a number of experiments ove
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~3!/2011~9!/$15.00
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period of several years.24–27 For this work the surface wa
prepared at room temperature by several cleaving pro
dures. In the earliest work the samples were simply clea
in air and then inserted into the HAS instrument. Later,
samples were cleavedin situ with one of two different types
of cleavers. One of these employed a pair of jaws to ap
pressure to a notched KCN crystal; the other used a gu
tine with a spring-loaded knife that was driven against
crystal. In each case a careful search for indications of
surface structure was carried out over a range of incid
wave vectors and for target temperatures spanning the c
to antiferroelectric regimes. However, in spite of consid
able effort to measure the expected specular and Bragg
fraction features by HAS@as was so easily done fo
KBr~001! ~Ref. 2!#, no peaks in the helium angular distribu
tion, which would have provided evidence for long-ran
order, were ever found.25,27A typical angular distribution for
this surface is shown in Fig. 1~b!.27 Furthermore, time-of-
flight ~TOF! measurements of the inelastic helium atom sc
tering typically yielded spectra with only a diffuse elast
peak on a broad multiphonon background, not the single
nihilation and creation surface phonon peaks usually s
from ordered surfaces.2,25 The conclusion reached throug
these efforts was that under the conditions of our exp
ments the KCN~001! surface is disordered.24,25,27

KCN in its rocksalt structure phase and KBr are close
matched in lattice dimensions, at 6.53 Å and 6.59 Å, resp
tively. In the work reported here a monolayer KCN film wa
grown onto a KBr~001! substrate, which pins the structure
the KCN film through strong ionic interactions. The structu
and dynamics of this film, which was found to possess lo
range order, could then be studied over a wide range of t
peratures. Unlike the bulk material, only a single phase tr
sition, a second-order transition to an antiferroelect
alignment of the CN2 ions atT597 K, was observed. The
temperature range studied was approximately 60–
K.24,26,27
2011 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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The experimental method is detailed in the next secti
This is followed by sections presenting the results of
measurements and discussions of the surface structure
dynamics and, finally, by a summary of the conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

High-resolution helium atom scattering is a technique
measuring surface structure and surface phonon dyna

FIG. 1. ~a! An angular distribution, helium scattering intensi
vs parallel momentum transferDK ~see experimental section fo
definitions!, from the ~001! surface in the@100# azimuth of a KBr
crystal cleaved in air.~b! An angular distribution from anin situ
cleaved crystal of bulk KCN.~c! An angular distribution from a
KCN monolayer film pinned to a KBr~001! substrate. The specula
and Bragg peaks are clearly evident and indicate long-range o
The temperature of the target is 140 K in each panel; the incid
wave vectorsk i are indicated in each panel. The labels over
peaks are the corresponding indices of the reciprocal-lattice vec
.
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that works equally well with all types of crystallin
materials.1,24,26 The HAS instrument used in these expe
ments has been reported in the literature a number of ti
by this group and is similar to HAS instruments used
other groups.2,28–30

Three general types of measurements have been ma
these experiments. First, with the chopper out of the be
path, the helium scattering intensity as a function of the
cident angleu i ~or parallel momentum transferDK5K f
2Ki) gives an angular distribution~AD!. Example AD’s are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The coherent elastic scattering of
atoms from the ordered surface gives rise to specular
Bragg diffraction in the AD’s, which can be analyzed
determine the structure of the surface.28

In the second type of measurement, growth behavior
be observed in real time by monitoring the specular be
intensity (u i545°) vs time during deposition. Figure 3 is a
example that shows the specular signal in the@510# direction
vs deposition time; here the growth was stopped at appr
mately one monolayer. A discussion and an example sh
ing the oscillatory behavior over many monolayers of grow
for KBr on RbCl is given in the work of Safronet al.31

The third type of measurement requires inserting
chopper into the beam path to provide 11ms pulses of atoms
that scatter elastically and inelastically from the crystalli
target.2,28 Energy transfer is measured by a time-of-flig
~TOF! technique. Using the requirements of energy a
parallel-momentum conservation and the scattering ge
etry, one can convert the TOF spectra carried out ove
range of incident angles and energies into a surface pho
dispersion curve~i.e., phonon energy vs phonon momentum!
for the collective surface vibrations of the material. The TO
capability makes HAS the surface analog of neutron scat
ing from crystals. It allows one to investigate the lattice d
namics of the surface, including modifications of the surfa
forces due to the presence of adlayers.1,2,28–32

III. STRUCTURE

A. Growth of the monolayer film

The KBr substrate was cleaved in air to obtain a~001!
surface and then inserted into the vacuum chamber. A
achieving pressures in the low-10210 torr range, the KBr
target was cleaned by flashing to 650 K. An AD from th
surface is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Following this, a small piece o
single-crystal KCN was heated to sublime at a suitable r
for deposition onto the KBr substrate.33 As discussed above
the deposition was tracked by monitoring the specular
beam intensity as a function of deposition time, which
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 1~c! and the left panels of Fig. 2 show AD’s at 14
K from a monolayer film produced in this manner. Althoug
the background is larger than that obtained from the clea
KBr~001! substrate@see Fig. 1~a!#, the recovery of the specu
lar intensity to nearly its pregrowth value and the presence
sharp diffraction peaks indicate that the film has considera
long-range order. TOF spectra taken from the film at sim
sample temperatures generally have a large, broad inel
component and weak diffuse elastic peaks, indicating that
large background is primarily due to inelastic scattering.
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FIG. 2. A series of angular distributions, he
lium scattering intensity vs parallel momentu
transfer, in six different azimuthal directions fo
target temperatures of 140 K~left panels! and 40
K ~right panels! with k i57.16 Å21. The addi-
tional diffraction peaks found in the 40 K pane
are labeledh for half-integer diffraction spots and
f for other fractional order diffraction spots, a
discussed in the text.
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If the KCN growth is halted at a time corresponding
roughly a half monolayer, then a measurement of the spe
lar intensity as a function of momentum transfer perpendi
lar to the surface exhibits oscillations consistent with int
ference from single steps, indicating that the film grows a
single atomic layer.27

In the left panels of Fig. 2 the integer order diffractio
peaks in each of the six azimuthal orientations are labeled
the corresponding reciprocal-lattice vector indices and
consistent with the diffraction expected from
(131)-KCN~001! surface. Note that in the@510# and @530#
directions no integer order diffraction peaks are expected
cept for the specular reflection,~0,0!, as they all lie beyond
the accessible angular range at this incident wave vector
Å 21.

Attempts to continue growth of the film to a second lay
and beyond were not successful. No further oscillations
the deposition curve were observed; rather, the intensity
decayed monotonically.24 The AD’s from films obtained by
depositing KCN for a time that should have corresponded
a second layer only yielded a small specular reflection,
no other Bragg diffraction features. This suggests that
u-
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FIG. 3. The specular intensity in the@510# azimuth during the
deposition of KCN onto KBr~001!. The deposition starts at approx
mately 50 sec and is stopped at about 100 sec after a single m
layer has been deposited. If the deposition had continued for
other 50 sec~equivalent to two layers of KCN!, the specular
intensity would have decreased monotonically. The angular dis
bution measured for a 3-monolayer film is similar to that observ
from cleaved KCN shown in Fig. 1~b!.
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surface is perhaps more ordered than that of the clea
KCN crystal, which produced the data of Fig. 1~b!, but much
less than that of the monolayer film. After depositing f
times that corresponded to 3 monolayers, the scattering f
the film appeared the same as that from the cleaved K
crystal, Fig. 1~b!.24 Our efforts reported in this paper, ther
fore, have concentrated on the monolayer film.

B. Phase transition

In addition to the AD’s from the KCN/KBr~001! film
measured at 140 K, Fig. 2 also shows AD’s at 40 K at
same six azimuthal orientations. That a phase change
occurred in going from 140 K to 40 K is evident in the ext
peaks in the panels on the right side that are not presen
the panels on the left side of the figure.26 The additional
peaks have been labeledh for the half-integer diffraction
orders andf for the other fractional orders. We defer a di
cussion of the latter to a later section.

Reciprocal space peak positions and corresponding r
space structures consistent with the phases above and b
the transition are shown in Fig. 4. The diffraction peaks
the AD’s taken at 140 K correspond to the expec
reciprocal-lattice points for the (131) unit cell and are
shown in the top half of the figure. We have pictured t
CN2 ions in the (131) structure to be aligned~approxi-
mately! perpendicular to the plane of the surface with the
end up to conform to the results of calculations for the s
face orientational distribution in KCN~001!.13 We cannot tell
from our experiments what the alignment of these ions a
ally is, only that the surface is (131).

FIG. 4. Schematic representations of the direct lattice and re
rocal lattice for the two observed phases of the KCN film. T
upper panel~a! depicts the (131) phase at temperatures above
K; the lower panel~b! depicts a (231) direct lattice and the (1
32)/(231) reciprocal lattice for temperatures below 97 K. T
unit cells for each direct lattice are indicated with dashed lines
~b! the glide plane is also indicated by a dashed line.
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The additional peaks found at 40 K labeledh in Fig. 2
correspond to the reciprocal-lattice points at half-integer
sitions in Fig. 4. Of the measured directions, these pe
were seen in@510# and@310# azimuths. They indicate that a
40 K the structure has changed to (231)- and
(132)-oriented domains. Due to the lack of evidence fo
displacive transition, such as the structural changes or p
non mode softening seen in bulk KCN, the low-temperat
phase almost certainly results from an antiferroelectric ali
ment of the CN2 ions. The missing half-order spots in th
@110# direction at temperatures below the phase transit
indicate a structure with a glide plane.34 In turn, this implies
that the modulated component of the CN2 orientations,
which is responsible for the (231)/(132) structure, must
lie solely in the plane of the surface, perpendicular to
glide plane.

In comparing the surface phase transition found here w
the transitions for KCN observed in the bulk, we point o
two important differences and two similarities. First, the
appears to be only one transition for the monolayer fil
whereas two phase changes occur in the bulk solid ph
Second, the very large structural shifts that accompany
bulk transitions are not seen for the KCN film, apparen
because of the pinning by the KBr substrate noted ear
For both film and bulk, on the other hand, the ultimate alig
ment of the CN2 dipoles is antiferroelectric, and the order
the transition leading to this alignment appears to be sec
order ~see below!.

C. Order of the phase transition in pure and mixed crystals

To determine the order of the transition for the film, th
temperature dependence of the intensity of the one-half o
Bragg peak was measured in the@310# direction~see Fig. 2!.
This peak was chosen because it is an unambiguous fea
of the low-temperature phase and is reasonably intense. F
second-order transition, the intensity is proportional to
square of the order parameter and is expected to follow
relation I /I 05@(Tc2T)/Tc#

2b below and near the transitio
temperatureTc .35 Here I is the normalized intensity at tem
peratureT, I 0 is the normalized intensity atT50 K, andb
is a critical exponent. This expression is borrowed fro
neutron-scattering studies where it has been used to d
mine Tc andb from the temperature dependence of diffra
tion peaks induced by second-order phase transitions, o
half-integer peaks associated with antiferromagnetism36

This same relation has been employed in a recent HAS s
of the antiferroelectric behavior of the~001! surface of
KMnF3.35

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 5
this plot, the contribution to the temperature dependence
the half-order peak due to the Debye-Waller effect was
proximately removed by normalizing the peak intensity
that of the specular reflection at the same temperature
both diffraction peaks should have similar Debye-Waller fa
tors. The intensity of the half-order Bragg peak has no d
continuous jumps and exhibits no hysteresis upon temp
ture cycling, consistent with a second-order transition. T
analysis of the fit yieldsTc597 K andb50.28.

For doped bulk crystals, KBrx(CN)12x , wherex is the
mole fraction of the Br2 ion and 12x the concentration of
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PRB 60 2015STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF A MONOLAYER KCN . . .
the CN2 ion, the transition temperature for the phase cha
decreases with decreasing CN2 concentration16–23 until a
sufficiently low CN2 concentration is reached where th
phase change no longer takes place.23

In the current instrumental configuration, growing mix
KBrx(CN)12x surfaces is somewhat awkward. However,
were able to carry out one set of experiments with a film
the approximate composition KBr0.17(CN)0.83. This film was
prepared on a KBr substrate by codepositing KBr and KC
Separate KCN and KBr sublimation sources were used a
the growth rates of both were determined as a function
temperature. The temperatures were then adjusted for
source, and both shutters were opened simultaneously to
deposit the film. A plot of the ratio of the half-order pea
intensity to the specular intensity in the@310# direction vs
substrate temperature for this film is also shown in Fig.
The transition temperatureTc for the mixed film is 78 K,
with b50.13.

The results for theb ’s must be regarded as very prelim
nary because of the uncertainties and the limited amoun
data nearTc , particularly for the mixed case. However, th
transition temperature has clearly decreased when the C2

ion concentration was reduced.
Further work needs to be carried out to determine

dependence of the transition temperature on the conce
tion x. We expect that theoretical modeling of the phase tr
sitions in these mixed ultrathin films will prove to be bo
simpler and more revealing than has been achieved
models for the bulk phase transitions.

D. 2A236A2R45° structure

The fractional-order diffraction peaks labeledf in Fig. 2
are much smaller and broader than the half-integer diffr
tion peaks, but appear at the same transition tempera
They range in position fromDK5G1,1/4 in the @100# direc-
tion to G1,0/2 in the @110# direction. ~Note that we have la-

FIG. 5. The ratio of the scattering intensity of the half-ord
peak in the@310# azimuth to the specular intensity as a function
temperature. The open squares are taken from a monolayer of
on KBr~001!; the solid circles are from a monolayer formed b
codeposition of KBr and KCN onto KBr~001! with an approximate
composition of 83% KCN and 17% KBr. The transition temperatu
Tc is 97 K for the KCN film and 78 K for the mixed film.
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beled this half-order peak in the@110# azimuth as anf peak
rather than anh peak because of its characteristic appe
ance.! Since G1,15A2G1,0, the momentum transfer in
creases with azimuthal anglef going from 0° to 45°~cor-
responding to the orientations@100# and@110#, respectively!.

To understand this behavior better, a careful search of
azimuthal dependence of the intensities of these peaks
made to determine what surface structure they might re
sent. The measurements were carried out at azimuth inter
of 1.5° that, because of weak intensities, nearness to
specular peak and limited azimuthal angular positioning
pability (60.15°), produced the somewhat scattered data
Fig. 6. The measurements were repeated twice with sim
results. Four broad, overlapping intensity maxima were
termined betweenf50° and 45°, which we have provision
ally associated with reciprocal-lattice points lying in the d
rections@100#, @310#, @530#, and @110#. The simplest direct
lattice that gives diffraction peaks consistent with this a
signment is the (2A236A2)R45° structure shown schemat
cally in Fig. 7. That is, there must be a corrugation in t
surface electronic density corresponding to this structure
give these diffraction peaks in the helium scattering, in a
dition to that which is responsible for the (132)/(231)
diffraction features, if our assignment is correct. Because
the fourfold symmetry of the original (131) surface, we
would expect the surface to have domains with both t
structure and a similar structure rotated by 90°. Since
peaks are very broad, the implication is that these doma
are not very large and not uniform in size. Additional expe
ments and, particularly, theoretical work need to be done
understand the full implications of the diffraction studies.

E. Surface Debye temperature

The Debye-Waller expression can be written in the a
proximate functional formI 5I 0 exp(2auku2T) wherek5k f

N
FIG. 6. A plot of the fractional order peak intensity~labeledf in

Fig. 2! as a function of azimuthal angle. The azimuthal directio
are included along the abscissa. The peaks are judged to be a
@100#, @310#, @530#, and@110#. Note that the ordinate scale does n
start at zero intensity.
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2k i is the momentum transfer anda53\2/(MkBQs
2), with

Qs the surface Debye temperature,M the mass of the vibrat
ing atoms in the surface,kB the Boltzmann constant, andI
and I 0 the scattering intensities at temperaturesT andT50
K, respectively.25,37 A fit to the helium specular reflection
intensities for a monolayer film of KCN/KBr~001! at ki
57.68 Å21 over a range of temperatures gavea51.2
31025 Å2 K21. No difference was noticed in the value ofa
above and below the transition temperature. There is s
uncertainty in this approximation in how one should choo
the value forM when there is more than one atom per u
cell. However, a reasonable choice is to takeM5MK1MC
1MN , which givesQs5136 K, close to the value of 123 K
obtained in a HAS study of the multiphonon scattering fro
the cleaved surface of KCN.25 When the same measuremen
are made on a clean KBr~001! surface, one finds that th
quantitya51.131025 Å2 K21, which is nearly the same a
for the monolayer KCN film. However,M for KBr is some-
what larger, and one obtainsQs5105 K. For comparison
the bulk Debye temperature for KBr isQD5173 K;38

the surface Debye temperature should be approxima
two-thirds of this or 115 K, which is close to the measur
value.

IV. DYNAMICS

The primary source of data regarding the lattice dynam
of crystalline materials has been from inelastic neutr
scattering measurements. However, perhaps because o
large Debye-Waller factors and multiphonon scattering,8 the
extent of such data for the alkali cyanides is relative
meager.7,8,24,39For KCN, enough data have been obtained
construct the dispersion curves for the acoustic modes,
only very few points exist for the optical modes. Hence,
dynamics of this material is not as well understood as,
example, the alkali halides. HAS experiments to determ
the surface phonon dispersion can therefore make a sig

FIG. 7. The reciprocal-lattice points corresponding to the bro
peaks from Fig. 6~right!, and a schematic depiction of the (2A2
36A2)R45° direct-space lattice consistent with those peaks~left!.
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cant contribution to our understanding of these dielectric m
terials. This scarcity of data from bulk studies was one m
tivating factor for the present surface dynamic
measurements. A second factor is that with the additio
freedom of the CN2 rotations or librations, KCN ought to
exhibit different surface mode behavior than that obser
for the alkali halides.

The TOF method was used to measure the surface pho
dispersion of the (131)-KCN monolayer film in the@100#
and @110# high-symmetry directions of the surface Brilloui
zone. Measurements were also made in these same direc
at temperatures below the transition to the (132)/(231)
phase. In carrying out the TOF experiments, it was obser
that the signals degraded over a period of a couple of ho
when the sample temperatures were below approxima
130 K. For the low-temperature studies, then, the data
lection was periodically halted~approximately hourly! in or-
der to flash the target to 325 K for cleaning. For measu
ments at 140 K and above, this procedure proved to
unnecessary. The film did not appear to be otherwise affe
by this heating. About 300 individual TOF spectra were a
cumulated in all.

The single phonon creation and annihilation peaks in
TOF spectra were transformed into phonon energy and p
non wave vector in the usual way.1 The points obtained for
the film in both the (131) and (132)/(231) phases in the
@100# high-symmetry direction are shown in an extend
zone plot in the upper panel of Fig. 8. The points shown
solid squares are from TOF peaks that can be analyzed
the greatest certainty, whereas the ones represented by
squares correspond to peaks in the spectra that are less
defined and have somewhat more uncertainty. Since the
lium atoms interact most strongly with the sagittal plane
brational modes that have significant polarization norma
the surface, the points in the diagram probably repres
those film modes most polarized in this way.1

In the lower panel of Fig. 8, the ‘‘best’’ points from th
upper panel are shown in a reduced zone plot as the o
circles for the high-temperature phase data and as the s
circles for the low-temperature phase data. Also in this fig
are the more limited number of data points from the high-a
low-temperature phases measured in the@110# azimuth.
Nearly all the data in the figure were taken at 40K for t
(132)/(231) phase and at 140 K for the (131) phase.
Finally, the large, numbered open squares placed at the
center and zone boundary lines mark points of compariso
the phonon energies of the film with the correspond
phonons of the KBr substrate surface and with those of
KCN bulk.

The points in the lower panel of Fig. 8 seem to fall in
three groups: The Rayleigh wave~or lowest-energy surface
phonon dispersion branch!, which rises from 0 meV at the
zone center to near 5 meV at the zone boundaries; a very
optical mode at about 11.5 meV; and several isolated poi
including three at high energy;18 meV, one low-energy

point (;2 meV! in the middle of theḠ-M̄ region of the
surface Brillouin zone, and another nearX̄, and two medium-
energy points at about 9 meV. The phonon energies m
sured above and below the transition temperature essen
lie on the same curves. Further, whereas the transv

d
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PRB 60 2017STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF A MONOLAYER KCN . . .
acoustic dispersion branch for the KCN bulk phonons had
unusual ‘‘s’’ shape with an upward curvature near the zo
center,7,8,10,39the Rayleigh wave appears more typically li
ear for small values of the reduced wave vector.

A striking feature of the dispersion curves is that there
no evidence of the mode softening that occurs in the b
because of the phase transition.10 One could speculate tha
the reason mode softening is not observed is that the fo

FIG. 8. An extended Brillouin-zone plot of the surface disp
sion data for the monolayer KCN film in the@100# high-symmetry
direction ~upper panel! and a reduced zone plot of the data in bo
@100# and @110# high-symmetry directions~lower panel!. The
‘‘best’’ points in the upper panel, as described in the text, are sho
by solid squares while the data of slightly lower quality are sho
as open squares. Only the best points in the upper panel~solid
points! are plotted in the lower panel, where the open circles
from data taken with the film in the high-temperature phase and
solid circles are from the film in the low-temperature phase~see
text!. The thin solid lines at about 11 meV and the sinusoidal cur
in both panels have been drawn through some of the data~as dis-
cussed in the text! to guide the eye. The numbered squares in
lower panel are points of comparison with phonon energies of
substrate KBr~001! and of bulk KCN: 1, 5.2 meV for the KBr~001!

at M̄ ; 2, 7.5 meV for the bulk KCN@100# zone boundary; 3, 12.2

meV for the KBr(001) S2 mode atM̄ ; 4, 14.8 meV average for the
bulk KCN libration~Ref. 6!; 5, 17 meV for the bulk KCN TO mode

@model~Ref. 39!#; 6, 5.6 meV for the KBr~001! at X̄; 7, 7.9 meV for
the bulk KCN@110# zone boundary. The abscissa scale in the low

panel is in units of the surface Brillouin zone: atX̄ the value is 0.68

Å21 and atM̄ 0.96 Å21. In the upper panel the abscissa units a

the same as the value atM̄ .
n
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s
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responsible for the antiferroelectric ordering of the CN2 ions
primarily affect modes that are polarized in the surface pla
and do not interact strongly with the impinging helium a
oms. However, especially with the absence of evidence
the elastic scattering for the kind of structural changes s
in the bulk, it is more likely that the phase transition does n
involve the softening of a phonon mode into a static d
placement but rather is an order-disorder transition to
antiferroelectric alignment. Like the stability of the film it
self, the lack of a displacive transition may be a result of
strong ionic interactions with the substrate.

In both the@100# and@110# directions, the Rayleigh wave
of the film resembles the Rayleigh wave of the substr
KBr.2 The energies atM̄ andX̄ are nearly the same and the
shapes are similarly gently curving.~The sine curves in the
lower panel of Fig. 8 have been drawn to guide the eye.! A
minor deviation is that the dispersion curve for the film mo
seems slightly higher than that for the substrate in the@100#
azimuth but slightly lower in the@110# azimuth. More sig-
nificant is the comparison with the corresponding bu
transverse-acoustic~TA! mode energies. At the zone boun
ary in the @100# direction, the bulk KBr TA mode has an
energy of about 5.2 meV,40 very nearly the same as for th
film and for the KBr~001! surface, whereas that for KCN i
7.5 meV.39 One expects that at the zone boundary the m
energies should scale as the inverse square root of the
of the heavier masses if the interactions are approxima
equal.1 As the heavier mass in the substrate is approxima
equal to 80 for Br, and in the film 39 for K, the ratio o
energies for KCN to KBr ought to be about 1.4. This is abo
right for the bulk energies, but clearly way off for the film
~This assumes that the CN2 ion with its very strong triple
bond between the C and N acts as a single particle.! In the
@110# direction the situation is very much the same.

In the inelastic helium scattering experiments on cleav
KBr~001! ~Ref. 2! a ‘‘crossing mode’’ was found in both
high-symmetry directions that had intensities comparable
those measured for its Rayleigh phonons. This mode ha
origin in the bulk transverse-acoustic branch, but it has o
cal character as a surface vibration. There is no evidenc
all of this dispersion branch in these experiments for
KCN film. Thus, one explanation for the similarities of th
KCN film and KBr substrate Rayleigh waves is that the
duced coordination of the KCN at the surface has lowe
the vibrational energies across the Brillouin zone, coincid
tally, nearly to those of the substrate phonons. Anothe
that the acoustic-mode-like displacement pattern of the s
strate Rayleigh wave dominates the vibrations of the ul
thin film so as to reflect the vibrational characteristics of t
KBr rather than of the KCN.

The flat mode in both symmetry directions at 11.5 meV
curious for several reasons. First, the intensity of the sca
ing for these optical modes in these experiments was ge
ally strong, particularly in the@100# azimuth, whereas very
few optical mode data points were observed in neutr
scattering studies.7,8,39 Second, the energy of this mode
close to but distinctly below those measured for the S2 sur-
face band-gap mode of KBr~Ref. 2! and well below that for
the calculated optical mode of bulk KCN.39 It is also much
flatter than these modes. Third, as with the acoustic bran
the optical modes should scale with mass at the zone bo
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ary and also at the zone center.1 At M̄ the factor should be
approximately the inverse square root of the lighter mas

K for KBr and CN for KCN, or A26/3950.82. At Ḡ the
factor goes as the inverse square root of the reduced ma
or A15.6/26.250.77. Hence, as for the Rayleigh wave, th
surface branch does not appear to scale properly with m
The flatness of the branch suggests that the motion wi
each unit cell associated with this vibration is essentia
uncoupled from that in all the other unit cells, i.e., the mod
are Einstein-like. This suggests a more interesting and m
speculative explanation for the origin of the 11.5-meV fl
mode, namely, that it arises from librational motions of t
CN2 ions. A librational mode has been measured in the b
through Raman scattering, which has energies that ra
from 14 to 15.6 meV as the temperature is lowered fr
about 150 K to 50 K.6–8 The reduced coordination for thes
ions at the surface could account for the slightly lower e
ergy. However, arguing against this speculation is the
sence of any temperature dependence for this mode in
film.

The three high-energy points at around 18 meV lie ab
any seen in the experiments that were carried out
KBr~001!. The high-energy modes have nearly the same
ergy as, and might be related to the single longitudin
optical high-energy phonon that was measured with neu
scattering in bulk KCN studies by Roweet al.8 However,
without detailed model calculations of the surface latt
dynamics, it is difficult to make any assignments at t
time.

The two points that lie beneath the Rayleigh wave~one in
each azimuth! and the two medium-energy points~around 9
meV! are not well understood at this time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Helium diffraction experiments were carried out th
show that an ordered monolayer film of KCN has be
grown onto the substrate KBr~001! which has lattice param
eters that match the KCN to,1%. The experiments revea
the film to exist in two phases: a high-temperature (131)
phase that corresponds to the rocksalt structure phase of
KCN and a low-temperature phase that consists of orde
(132) and (231) domains in which the CN2 ions are
aligned antiferroelectrically, with the modulated compone
of their orientations in the surface plane. The phase transi
appears to be second order and occurs atTc'97 K. The
interactions responsible for this transition, therefore,
likely to be similar to those causing the second-order tra
tion to the antiferroelectric phase in bulk KCN although th
transition takes place at the somewhat lower temperatur
83 K.11 For the film, it would appear that the K1 ions are
pinned by strong ionic forces to the substrate so that
structure of the low-temperature phase remains comme
rate instead of undergoing large distortions from cubic a
does in the bulk. In addition to the strong and sharp diffr
tion spots related to the (132)/(231) structure in the low-
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temperature phase, weak broad spots are also observed
the specular reflection~small DK ’s! that suggest an addi
tional corrugation in this phase. This diffraction suggest
larger scale arrangement that has been provisionally
scribed as (2A236A2)R45°. The significance of this corru
gation is not yet understood.

The TOF measurements of the dispersion curve in
@100# and @110# high-symmetry directions show clear ev
dence for a Rayleigh wave and a very flat, optical-li
higher-energy (;11.5 meV! branch. The former appear
very similar in shape and energy to the Rayleigh wave of
KBr substrate; the latter is slightly lower in energy and mu
flatter than the optical S2 band-gap mode found fo
KBr~001!. No evidence of mode softening or of other diffe
ences in these dispersion branches was observed in ex
ments carried out at target temperatures above and below
transition temperature. However, a few phonon modes w
found at much higher energies~near 18 meV! for the film in
the low-temperature phase and two were measured at e
gies below the Rayleigh wave for the film in the hig
temperature phase. Two additional phonons were obser
one in each phase, at medium energies (;9 meV!.

Several significant structural and dynamical issues h
been raised by the measured behavior of this monolayer
that have implications for the understanding of the thin-fi
properties of dielectric materials like KCN. These inclu
the nature of the antiferroelectric phase transition and
role the substrate plays in it, the identification of the phono
~if any! involved in the phase transition, the connection b
tween librational motions and other lattice vibrations, t
coupling between substrate and film vibrational modes,
the origin of interface modes, among others. To resolve th
issues requires model calculations. For example, the form
ism of Zieliński and Michel13 could be applied to the struc
tures of the monolayer film and the shell-model approach
Gillman et al.32 should be suitable for the dynamics. W
hope this paper might encourage such an effort.

Models of crystalline structure and dynamics can be m
rigorously tested at surfaces than in studies of the bulk
cause the reduced symmetry of the surface does not facil
cancellation of effects.41 Thus, the technique employed he
of stabilization via epitaxy onto a suitable substrate of
otherwise disordered surface appears to offer consider
promise as a practical method for future investigations
atomic interactions in materials.
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